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INTRODUCTION
As technology advances, it becomes increasingly 
personalized and unique to each user. 

Concerts hold the potential to deepen connections 
between the audience and performer(s). They create 
memorable experiences by stimulating our senses.

In this report, we explore the merging of these two 
forces and how the future development of virtual 
entertainment will change our perception of concert 
experiences. 
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In the future, concert experiences 
and virtual entertainment will be 
more intertwined through the 
advancement of technology and 
online presence.

While many advancements in 
technology have been made, there 
is a distinguishable divide between 
the  realms of live concerts and 
virtual entertainment experiences. 

2030NOW
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VIRTUAL VENUES
Virtual reality provides an immersion into a seemingly real environment 
that simulates as many senses as possible. With the use of special 
electronic equipment and VR apps, users can choose a series of real 
world surroundings to interact with in the comfort of their own home. 
The sound for the VR concerts is digitally manipulated to create a 3D 
effect. VR will offer viewpoints and interactions that users wouldn’t have 
access to if they were physically at the venue. VR cameras that won’t 
interrupt the on stage production are utilized to show users even more 
aspects of the concert including backstage, on stage, behind the sound 
booth, etc.

TREND IN ACTION: Revolutionary companies like NextVR and Oculus 
offer the concert experience from home. Partnering with concert 
promoters such as  Live Nation, these companies will bring the live 
concert experience to you. Fans can choose from where they would like 
to experience the concert from for a varied price - front stage, back 
stage, even on stage. 
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“The VR market will surpass $24.5 billion in revenues by 2024”.

- Nathan Sing
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IN A SURVEY OF 71 PEOPLE, WE POSED THE QUESTION: 

CASE STUDY

Yes No Maybe

50.7% 47.9% 1.4%

In our findings, we found that 1.4% of those who said no were opposed to the concept for potential cost reasons. 

Of those who said yes, 1.4% agreed if they didn’t have to pay and another 1.4% agreed if the price was cheap.

. 

“Would you attend a concert through Virtual Reality?”
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VR GLOBALIZES MUSIC by smashing barriers like geography, age, and cost. 

VR ELIMINATES difficulties like long lines, bad weather, overpriced food, and claustrophobic environments.
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With holographic performances, you’ll never have to miss another concert 
again. Holograms use special lighting and reflective materials to create a 
real life representation of your favorite artist, in times of an artist’s absence. 
Moreover, holograms can connect fans world wide; It takes ⅓ of a second 
for a hologram to be projected from one side of the Earth to another. Users 
can visit their closest venues to watch a holographic concert live from 
another country.The band can see, interact, and respond to what the 
audience is doing.

TREND IN ACTION: Jadu is a social hologram app where people can place 
holograms of their favorite musicians and arts in their own space and then 
make videos with the holograms. The hologram is programmed with a 15 
second performance by the artist which is captured on 106 cameras and 
made into a 3D video accessible on your smartphone. Holographic concerts 
are being digitized to provide even more immersion through a smartphone.

Holographic Performances

VIRTUAL VENUES
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Media Crossover: Live Concerts Inside Video Game Fortnite

Artists are expanding their performance boundaries beyond the concert 
stage. Partnerships between infamous performers and globally known video 
games like Fortnite are merging to form revolutionary live-streamed 
performances. Marshmello’s concert in February 2019 accumulated 10.7 
million viewers. A year later, the Travis Scott concert in April 2020 had 27.7 
million unique in-game participate live.

TREND IN ACTION: Concerts will continue to be offered in other visual 
platforms through services like Netflix, Amazon Prime, HBO, etc. Virtual 
viewership of livestreams is also offered of Coachella acts, YouTube songs, 
and artist partnerships with video games. Live streams are popular for 
artists with large audiences that rely on traveling throughout the country but 
can not reach every single fan.

67% of viewers are more likely to buy a ticket to a concert after watching 
a live video of that event or a similar one” (Vimeo)

40.8%

of respondents have 
seen a live 

streamed/virtual 
concert recently

LIVE-STREAMING
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“The gatekeepers that are used to curate artists for your listening pleasure have been 
replaced by streaming services and algorithm-generated playlists”.

- Austen Browne
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In-person concert venues are increasingly adapting to how their virtual 
appearance affects their interior structure and design. Smaller venues 
promote exclusive energy and an intimate experience which has lead to a 
currently emerging trend of phone free concerts. 

Larger concert venues are made to feel extravagant and showy for the 
growing purpose of increasing promotion. Artists are urging fans to utilize 
social media as it becomes a driving factor for the appearance of a concert 
venue. The virtual reputation of a concert venue is becoming more important 
than its physical feel. The show starts the moment the first person takes a 
picture of it. This is why shows are getting bigger, stages wider, and [LED] 
technology more immersed; The human desire to be entertained is 
increasing.

TREND IN ACTION: The Special Effects Industry is EXPLODING: 
pyrotechnics, hydraulics, lasers, huge props. By the 2000’s, 
computer-generated graphics reached the stage; Green screens went from 
movie production to concerts which has inspired our urge to virtually spread 
these experiences.

of respondents prefer a small 
scale concert at a smaller 

venue- an overall more 
intimate experience

78.9%

NON-VIRTUAL VENUES
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“A show no longer starts when the curtain rises”.

- Ray Winkler
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Augmented Reality experiences add digital elements to an in-person 
experience. Traditional concerts have scattered AR experiences through 
wristbands that are controlled by the show and change colors/patterns along 
with the concert. It will become increasingly possible for fans to combine 
these two mediums together by downloading an app and holding it against 
the stage for an AR experience with the band.

TREND IN ACTION: Coachella is releasing interfaces which provide an 
augmented reality experience for attendees before, during, and after the 
festival. Festival guides and key scheduling info are visually displayed so 
users can point their phone at a provided map and see the 3-D design of the 
venue.

AR suggests that physical closeness to a venue does not automatically 
provide a fulfilled experience. A digitally infused festival makes each 
experience personalized in a way that has previously been unimagined. 

NON-VIRTUAL VENUES
Augmented Reality
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- Social Media: Clout 

- Social Media: Advertising

- Phone-free Experiences
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As venues become larger, more intricate and exclusive, the desire to 
publicize attendance increases as well. The sense of clout an individual can 
get from attending a concert is only verified upon the publication of their 
attendance. We will continue to see social media platforms themselves as 
well as usage of the platforms all over the world continue to grow. 

By posting pictures and videos of their experiences on social media 
platforms like instagram, snapchat and twitter, concert-goers are able to 
both capture a memorable moment as well as display it to all their friends. In 
the future, incentive and desire to post and publicize our personal 
experiences especially those of advancing entertainment experiences will 
expand. 

TREND IN ACTION: Media platforms like Instagram, Facebook, and Youtube 
currently offer users live streaming capabilities in which they are able to 
directly share their experiences with virtually anyone. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Clout SPREADING

EXPERIENCES 
VIRTUALLY
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CASE STUDY

Instagram Facebook Wouldn’t post 
about it

56% 5% 2%

Snapchat

31%6%

Twitter

IN A SURVEY OF 71 PEOPLE, WE POSED THE QUESTION: 

“What forms of social media would you use to post about 
attending a concert?”
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Though it is often not in the mindset of an audience member, posting about 
an experience on social media is a mode of free and easy advertising for the 
artist, venue and overall production of an event. By 2030, use of current and 
future social media platforms to advertise our personal experiences will 
increase. This increase benefits both the individual as well as the concert 
production teams at large. Concert venues, artists, and production teams 
will also encourage and create more enriched opportunities and incentives 
for fans to post about their concert experiences on social media. This will 
manifest in the form of contests available through social media as well as 
news and music streaming platforms. 

TREND IN ACTION: Today we see promotion incentives offered to fans 
through platforms like radio and personal social media accounts of many 
popular artists. Companies like live nation as well as venues such as those 
under the  Fillmore franchise offer fans enriched experiences for virtually 
sharing their experiences. 

of respondents have 
purchased tickets at 

least once through an 
app such as instagram 
or spotify after seeing 
the concert advertised 

on these platforms. 

41%

Advertising SPREADING
EXPERIENCES 
VIRTUALLY
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PHONE-FREE EXPERIENCES

As use of cell phones and more intricate tech increase in the world of 
concerts, there is simultaneously a contrasting (and often controversial) 
desire for less technology involved by many performing artists. 

Use of phones to capture a concert experience has the potential to take 
away from the  live event and intended audience experience . Electronic 
devices create a barrier between a live performer and an audience member; 
forcing a fan in attendance of a live performance to experience in a virtual 
way. Many artists have already begun asking audience members to restrain 
from device usage and requests such as these will appear more in select 
events and venues  in the future. 

TREND IN ACTION: Companies like Yondr will provide venues, artists, and 
performers  with a service allowing audience members to go phone-free 
during live performances, allowing an audience to be more present in the 
moment rather than witnessing and capturing the experience behind a 
screen. Performers such as Alicia Keys, Dave Chappelle, Jack White have 
already begun partnering with Yondr to create more innate experiences. 

SPREADING
EXPERIENCES 
VIRTUALLY
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“True artists intuitively feel the difference in the room when people are present and aren’t. 
It’s up to them how they want to approach [that issue]”.

- Graham Dugoni, Yondr
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AUDIENCE
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EXTINCTION OF BOX OFFICES

In this day and age where technology has dramatically developed and much 
can be done virtually, it is no surprise that many ticket purchases can be 
made online as well. This development in the way people get access to 
concerts has gradually shifted much business to a virtual format, with social 
media also playing a role in this while spreading its outreach. The virtual 
nature of this  consequently lessens the necessity and ease of in person 
purchases of tickets and increases sales, revenue, and exposure for the 
concert companies and the artists themselves.

TREND IN ACTION: With companies wanting consumers to more quickly and 
effectively purchase their products while giving their customers easy access 
to these purchases, corporations such as Ticketmaster, LiveNation, and 
StubHub are some of few who have revolutionized the ways in which people 
are accessing digital tickets to be quickly scanned. Facebook and Instagram 
are two platforms in which ads can easily redirect concert-goers and add to 
the influx of ticket sales. 

 

AUDIENCE
ACCESSIBILITY
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QUICK SCANS & PURCHASES

Over the past decade, we’ve been introduced to many new types of 
technology that has revolutionized the concert-goer’s experience and ease of 
purchases. Developments in the scanning process, particular when using 
phone apps, facial scanning, and wristbands, has sped up the process of 
consumer access to concerts and in-concert purchases.

TREND IN ACTION: Technology such as RFID wristbands are incredibly 
prevalent in larger festivals and venues, however are gradually working their 
way into smaller concerts and shows. In a survey of 50 music venues across 
the world, it is found that 80% of people believe capturing more data about 
fans with RFID would be impactful, with two thirds interested specifically in 
fans payings for drinks with RFID technology. With technology such as this in 
addition to the already popular contactless credit cards, purchases made in 
venue are likely to enhance the concert-goer experience and in turn benefit 
the venue and artists as well.

AUDIENCE
ACCESSIBILITY
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ENVIRONMENTAL 
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- Going Green

- Politics at Concerts
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“We’re taking time over the next year or two to work out how our tour can not only be 
sustainable [but] how can it be actively beneficial”.

- Chris Martin, lead singer of Coldplay
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As music experiences like concerts and festivals are expected to grow in 
size and attendance in the next ten years from our research, environmental 
impacts of these events will be more significant and concerning. Famous 
acts such as Coldplay have stopped touring to voice their concerns about 
the negative effects concerts can have on global warming, citing issues with 
non-sustainable materials being used, noise pollution, and the overall 
massive carbon fingerprint that concerts create.

Concert live streams will become increasingly popular among 
environmental-conscious artists. Doing this allows more people to join the 
experience and limits environmental impacts.

TREND IN ACTION:  Organizations such as Reverb have already begun 
working with artists and touring companies to reduce waste and footprint in 
actual concerts, and more are expected to be relevant and present in the 
coming years. 

GOING GREEN
27
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CASE STUDY

Yes Not until now No

48% 37% 15%

IN A SURVEY OF 71 PEOPLE, WE POSED THE QUESTION: 

“Have you ever considered the environmental impacts of 
concerts and festivals?”
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Musicians showing their political stances and support for politicians has 
become more prevalent in the age of social media. This relationship between 
music concerts and politics is expected to become even stronger in the 
future. In the 2020 U.S. Presidential race, we have already seen candidates 
appearing at concerts to earn the support of attendees. 

Artists will become more popular as guests attending political rallies, 
embracing their roles as ambassadors, and influencers to the public. 

TREND IN ACTION:  Organizations such as HeadCount, who promote 
participation in democracy through the power of music, are growing. In the 
future, voters will be able to register at concerts and more concerts hosted 
by politicians will be common. Using music to influence democracy and raise 
political awareness is a trend we believe will further develop in the next 10 
years.

 

POLITICS AT CONCERTS
29
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IN A SURVEY OF 71 PEOPLE, WE POSED THE QUESTION: 

“More involvement of technology and ways of 
virtually connecting others”

“I think they will become more advanced with 
technology and locations”

“More technology”

“Incorporating new technologies especially for 
visual effects”

“More pizazz”

“I think more concerts will definitely go digital, so 
that people can be there but people can also pay to 
see it from the inside of their home”

“How do you think concerts will change 
in the future?”

“More security”

“More environmentally 
friendly hopefully”

“More virtual experiences”
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